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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to make a series of heavy
paintings on the concept of limited space using oil on canvas.
The concept of "limited space" can be best illustrated in a
series of rooms. I intend to accompany these with a poetic
diary which will describe my techniques and will present the
ideas which I included in the painting such as reflection in
color. The "diary" will not be chronological, but related in
the order of ideas. I will present the ideas which I have
incorporated into the painting of the room especially those
regarding how I use space, depth and color.
I sat myself down in my studio at the mirror which had
inspired my prize-winning work. I was motivated to go to work
after winning the award. That increased my concern for a new
creation. I would expand this type of work to reveal some of
my ideas on the art of painting.
Last spring, the winning of an award pressured me. My
first result was often enough for me, but today if I were
satisfied with this, my pictures would remain incomplete. I
defined my feelings more because of the powerful impact of my
work's success. I preferred to continue working on this con
cept so that later I might recognize it as the unified work of
my mind. These paintings remained in moments of nervous excit-
ment in the confinement of rooms.
To convey in words the form or the color of my paintings
is difficult, and I was unconscious at the time of having
attributed exposed passions to my ideas on the floor, sofa,
wall and mirror, to the objects in my still life.
I have used these reflecting objects to tell you about
my thoughts about my works. I used objects that can be under
stood by everyone. Words express feelings, but can not imitate
pictures; these are two different languages* and it is a great
failing of our time to confuse such languages, to use the lan
guage of silence to explain poetry, that of words to describe
paintings, that of expressing what the eye sees in terms of
touch and so on. Only reflection can analyze what these eyes
see.
I put many colors in line on the floor. There the grouping
suggested illusions of texture, illusions of light on canvas,
a relation that is satisfactory to me. Because all colors are
very interesting, I organized my ideas relating the group men
tally to the impasto method. I am feeling more strongly related
to color. When I have found the relationship of all the space,
depth and color, the result must be the living harmony of lines;
a harmony not unlike that of surrealistic composition.
If I want to paint the mirror of a room, first of all I
endow it with grace and charm, but I know that a newer sensa
tion on canvas is movement. It was all suggested by the illusion
of texture, illusions of light, and illusions of depth on my work.
I always paint to condense the meaning of this line on planes
in space by light reflected on the color of the walls; because
color is the metaphor for painting, seen through a very personal
vision. The charm was evoked by more reflecting, because the
color is made more interesting through movement by the light.
It became a new image which is very important and made meaningful
through style.
Upon a white canvas in "Golden 3D on Floor", I jotted
down some sensations of yellow and dark grey for textures and
then dark blue, grey, red, dark brown, then blue becoming
lighter, then another lighter blue line together with purple like
the line of a road on the floor. Another area of the floor,
in "Bedroom Mirror in Back", is all brown with a mirror-image.
I also created a pattern of blue with a line of red on green with
texture on the wall mirrored in a bed of crimson, patterned with
a line of light orange together with the dark purple.
The patterning of yellow and dark blue on the wall was
flattening the line of the floor; all together with red, dark
grey, light blue, and dark blue with a light line for depth.
In "Mirror in Sitting Room", the sofa color was all light
blue with a mirror revealing brown color lined on white light.
Then another "frozen" vision became cold color of lined
light blue (medium) and light (white) with textured dark purple
and dark blue becoming lighter.
My custom in my paintings is technical concentration but
I am learning through Matisse the operations'of shape of the
picture plane. Textural emphasis is, in my mind, an important
vehicle for my feelings. In the picture, every part will get
quite a contrast. Illusions of texture, illusions of depth
and illusions of light are suggested, then stopped and controlled
with the impasto technique of paint application.
The illusion of reality is the point I am driving home in
the bril lance that reiterates the same intense conviction that
emotions are influenced by space.
Perspective and perspective flattened and distorted is what
is seen in the mirror at the back of the surface and what is
beyond. And before it is a complex organization of planes in
space with a conceptual basis.
My aims and ability are shown in my work. My life experi
ences are used at intervals to write poetic stories.
My ideas emanated from my reading of "No Exit", by Sartre,
and "A Room of One's Own", by Virginia Woolf. I am telling you
of my vicarious and my real experiences with my work on
painting. I think on Matisse's interiors which help me under
stand better the meaning of the word "room". It is likely
that Matisse and I understand one another. I do rooms. So does
he. Because rooms mean more than the fixing of an appearance,
it is that plus something else that is the beginning of rooms:
the man who paints. Man is the source and reflection of rooms.
It was thus I found myself getting a new idea out of the mind
with a room, creating new paintings and experimenting with a
new style. A room is itself plus the man who sees it.
It is necessary for me to define the character of the object
or of the room that I wish to paint. In order to do this, I
study certain salient points of Matisse. No matter how far I
stand from Matisse, he is a reflection. I attempt certain
evasions. I learn to extricate. Already, there is a new
vision. In order that it may maintain its value, I enlarge
it, strengthen it, as I proceed putting it on canvas.
For me all is in the conception. I must have a clear vision
of the whole composition from the very beginning. I am inter
ested in exploring the "feelings of space and depth inherent
in the lines of the floor and the reflection of
colors,"
and
that was inspired by light -- "the idea at the end of one's
line." I have mentioned the name of the Fauvist Matisse in my
thoughts, but our compositions are dissimilar because they differ
in the operations of shapes in space, particularly the flat
shapes arranged on the flat space of the picture plane; because
my work is a newer inspiration for the textural emphasis,
opposing the work of Fauves or, perhaps, the Expressionists.
I have composed some poetry on these thoughts:
I loosen with my hands all
The floor
Day wears the color that my
Hands give it.
A sign breathed in my room sets
Sails swelling.
And my gaze at tomorrow is
An enduring dream.
Every floor in its reflecting on
One's line is like those captives
Whose sheer beauty makes one's
Fingers straighten.
I wait, I see; I wonder; and the
Depth of color
Is clear before me like a
Strong light.
I explain with no words the
Lining steps.
I explain the feelings that
Strike me.
I explain the light on an
Abstract with flattening, dark
Inside.
I explain a reflecting
Pattern against the floor.
I explain the colors of the
Seasons.
I explain the mute happiness of
A room.
I explain the strangeness of
A room.
I explain understanding
With depth and space and
Color through a room
I explain the touch of
Light and its brightness
I explain many objects
Through their differences
I explain the relationship between
The things that are here.
I explain the canvas forms
I explain what makes the
Color sing.
I explain what makes a
Reflecting light
And how reflective are
Slow moving hands
I render rightful tribute to the
Light
Coming the time of our newness
Reflecting in our space
I paint the hope of our eyes
So that I
May tell the future what man
expects of it.
This poem expresses some of our prejedices; our eyes are
surprised by new ideas of paintings because the idea differs
from realism in a room that seems strange or eerie, and it is
reflected strongly with the color against you. The color is
reflected in white in the lines on the wall and the floor.
PLATES
1. "Mirror on Background"
oil on canvas
47"
x
47" 1975
2. "Enter the Room"
oil on canvas
49"
x
49" 1975
3. "Enter the Room #2"
oil on canvas
38"
x
38" 1976
4. "End Up"
oil on canvas
50"
x
50" 1975
5. "The Studio Room in Back"
oil on canvas
64"
x
65" 1976
6. "Hallway on Mirror"
oil on canvas
49"
x
49" 1975
7. "Bedroom Mirror in
Back"
oil on canvas
49"
x
49" 1976
8. "Divided
Hallway"
oil
38"
x
38" 1975
9. "Divided Hallway Part
2"
t
oil
38"
x
38" 1975
10. "Rear
Hallway"
oil on canvas
49"
x
49" 1975
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